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How to Dance the Animal
It's rare that an editor has the privilege of working with a

writer and thinker who possesses the range and beauty
of Paul Shepard.  I count myself extraordinarily fortunate

to have had some small connection with his work.  We first
collaborated in 1995 at Sierra Club Books on The Only World
We've Got: A Paul Shepard Reader. Now, with my colleagues at
the University of Georgia Press, we are posthumously reissu-
ing three of his major books in their first paperback editions:
The Tender Carnivore and the Sacred Game, Thinking Animals:
Animals and the Development of Human Intelligence, and Nature
and Madness. Due out in the Spring of 1998, these titles will
be accompanied by new forewords written by (respectively)
George Sessions, Max Oelschlaeger, and C. L. Rawlins.
Publishing this work feels to me like a service to our collec-
tive humanity and fellow animals.

As an original mind, as a bold explorer in the new territo-
ry of what came to be known, after he had charted it, as
human ecology, Shepard had few equals.  His work was radi-
cal and visionary when it first started appearing thirty years
ago; it is still radical and still visionary.  He was ahead of his
time, which might explain why he lacked a broad readership
among the general public, and why some of his most impor-
tant work went out of print without being issued in paper-
back editions.  In Shepard's case, as in many others, sales fig-
ures are no measure of his profound influence.  His ideas
have had a shaping intelligence on many writers in an aston-
ishing diversity of fields.  When I solicited blurbs for The
Only World We've Got, writers from many quarters responded
with speed and generosity.  It was an impressive chorus of
praise coming from Peter Matthiessen, Barry Lopez, Terry
Tempest Williams, Dave Foreman, Theodore Roszak, Morris
Berman, Dolores La Chapelle, and others.  To many con-
cerned with issues of human nature and the environment,
Paul Shepard has been a true elder.

Though my connection with Paul Shepard during his life
was fairly routine—circumscribed by the minutia of publish-
ing that somehow, surprisingly, eventually adds up to a fin-
ished book—underneath that matter-of- factness were two
very distinct dimensions: my certitude, his brilliance.  It is
calming to feel so certain about the value of what one is pub-
lishing.  And exhilarating to be in the presence of such bril-
liance—dazzling in its scope, dazzling in its bravery, and daz-
zling in its urgent portrayal of us as a human animal with a
history and a home in the physical and biological realms of
what we call nature.

Among the many, many compelling and eye-opening
things I learned from his writing, there's one central idea that
lends itself to repeating in this context; it's an idea that
Shepard brought home to me in a new way.  We are animals.
He reminds us that we are “99 percent identical in DNA to
the chimpanzee, 80 percent identical even to horses.”  He
brings us back to our genetic heritage, a genetic make-up
that has changed little since our Pleistocene origins.

Through his descriptions of our biological past as hunter
gatherers living in small bands in open, intimate reciprocity
with our surroundings, Shepard leads us to see how our
experience in our so-called advanced societies cuts us off
brutally from any sustaining relationship with nature.  He
laments the modern desire to be freed from biology, as if it
were “a kind of tyranny we can deny.”

In bringing us closer to our own essence as animals,
Shepard brings us closer to our fellow creatures.  How we
see, with eyes that had their origin in the sea, Shepard tells
us, has more in common with the squid than with the insect,
whose eyes evolved in the air.  In his attention to the bear,
our fellow omnivore, Shepard sheds light on our own psy-
chology: “In their social interactions bears seem more like
humans, whose life is always on the knife-edge between the
soliloquy of the self and the chorus of the group.”

A deep beauty in Shepard's work, for me, is the way he
has put us, as Homo sapiens, back where we belong, in the
“company of others,” the nonhuman life so imperilled by our
greed.  How can we destroy life that we belong to?  Life
beyond us doesn't belong to us. We are in this together.  We
need the otherness of animals and trees and wild nature “to
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keep us both sane and small.” We are organisms, as Shepard
says to Derrick Jensen (in a wonderfully eloquent interview
contained in Listening to the Land: Conversations about Nature,
Culture, and Eros); to be an organism “means accepting the
world as given rather than made, a world of limits, contin-
gency, the courteous readiness of the sacramental reality of
death. However much we pride ourselves on those magnifi-
cent things human beings have done and made, the final cri-
terion by which all human creations will be judged is the
extent that they are consonant with the natural world, of
which humans are a part.  We have scarcely begun to discov-
er what it means to be an organism on a very small planet,
from which there is no escape, no alternative.”

Animals make us human, Shepard tells us, not only by
their kinship but also by providing the mental images by
which we think our ways into the world.  In another context,
he reminds us that domesticated animals cannot
replace wild, autonomously wild, animals in this relationship.
Characteristically critical of agriculture as the fall from the
grace of our hunter- gatherer past, Shepard says, “The ani-
mal-keeping side of agriculture is the source of masculiniza-
tion, which historically produced the patriarchal tone in
Western culture.  Herding is not so much concerned with the
fecundity and nurturance of the soil as with the possession of
livestock, the control of resources amid endless conflict and
chafing.”

As this demeaning and violent century comes to a close,
with its unprecedented fouling of our own nest and with
more devastation of species and their habitats than most peo-
ple reading this magazine can bear to contemplate, what can
we do to change?  How can we see our survival as inextrica-
bly linked to animals, to wildness, to the nurturing sanctity
of these relationships?  At the end of the Preface to The Only
World We've Got, Shepard, on a hopeful note, says, “The
generic human in us knows how to dance the animal, knows
the strength of clan membership and the profound claims
and liberation of daily rites of thanksgiving.  Hidden from
history, this secret person is undamaged in each of us and
may be called forth by the most ordinary acts of life.”  These
words seem to me as beautiful and urgent as anything I've
read.  My own hope is that when enough of us finally learn
how to dance the animal and learn to live up to the model of
spirit and sanity that Paul Shepard provides, we will not be
the only animals left to dance.
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